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"Heed my words, Hiltons! I'll give you one last chance! Yield now, and we'll spare your lives! Refuse, and well show no mercy!"

Arthur shouted, his voice powerful and overwhelming.

The Thompsons were the head of all families in the southern region with a grand reputation. Naturally, Arthur did not wish to kill

unless it was necessary.

Since Devon was already dead, the rest of the Hiltons only worked under order and were not entirely responsible. If they were

willing to admit defeat, the Thompsons need not kill them.

"It's over!" The Hiltons' hearts sank.

Following the Spears' betrayal, Devon was killed and the Southern Boss was on the run, so they no longer had the strength to

fight the Thompsons.

Arthur and Leon now returned to the battlefield and if they refused to surrender, they would meet their demise.

With that thought in mind, their hearts were all filled with despair.

Someone kneeled and the other Hiltons instantly followed that person's lead, choosing to surrender.

"We surrender!" Seeing as the others surrendered, Bobby and the five elders of the Hiltons all kneeled with a bitter

look on their faces.

"Capture them all!" Arthur commanded.

The Thompson elders led the Thompsons over to seal the Hiltons' power.

With that, the battle finally came to an end.

"Mister Wolf, how should we deal with the Hiltons?" Arthur turned to Leon for advice.

He knew that they could only win because of what Leon did, so he naturally prioritized Leon's opinion on the matter.

"Well, apart from Joel, destroy all their power and chase them out of the southern region! They have three days to do it and after

that, they are never to step foot in the southern region again!" Leon said thoughtfully.

He shared Arhtur's morals and did not like taking the lives of the innocents. Though the Hiltons attacked him multiple times, Joel

and Devon were the culprits.

With Devon dead and Joel captured for the murder of Yonas, Leon saw no point in taking the Hiltons' lives.

Still, extreme mercy would only make him suffer; though he did not want to take their lives, he did not have a martyr complex.

Hence, he decided to strip the Hiltons of their power to prevent them from seeking revenge.
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